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Abstract
Coclass theory can be used to define infinite families of finite p-groups of a fixed
coclass. It is conjectured that the groups in one of these infinite families all have
isomorphic mod-p cohomology rings. Here we prove that almost all groups in one
of these infinite families have equivalent Quillen categories. We also show how the
Quillen categories of the groups in an infinite family are connected to the Quillen
category of their associated infinite pro-p-group of finite coclass.
1 Introduction
The coclass of a finite p-group of order pn and nilpotency class c is defined as n − c.
Leedham-Green and Newman [5] proposed the use of coclass a primary invariant for the
classification and investigation of finite p-groups. This suggestion was highly successful
and has led to various new insights into the structure of finite p-groups. We refer to the
book by Leedham-Green and McKay [6] for details.
Eick and Leedham-Green [4] introduced the coclass families: these are certain infinite
families of finite p-groups of fixed coclass; see Section 5 for the explicit definition. The
groups in a coclass family have a similar structure and hence can be treated simultaneously
in various structural investigations of finite p-groups. The significance of the coclass
families is underlined by the result that the infinitely many finite 2-groups of fixed coclass
fall into finitely many coclass families and finitely many other groups.
The Quillen category Ap(G) of a finite group G is the category whose objects are the
elementary abelian p-subgroups of G and whose morphisms are the injective group homo-
morphisms induced by conjugation with elements of G. The following is the main result
of this paper, see Section 8 for a proof.
1 Theorem: Let (Gx | x ≥ 0) be a coclass family of finite p-groups. Then there exists
x0 ∈ N so that the Quillen categories Ap(Gx) and Ap(Gy) are equivalent for all x, y ≥ x0.
For the proof of Theorem 1 we consider x ∈ N large enough and define a special skeleton
Ap(Gx) for the Quillen category of Gx together with an explicit functor F : Ap(Gx) →
Ap(Gx+1). We then show that this induces an isomorphism of categories. Hence the
categories Ap(Gx) and Ap(Gx+1) are equivalent.
As a by-product we also define a special skeleton Ap(S) for the infinite pro-p-group S
associated to the coclass family (Gx | x ≥ 0). For each large enough x we then introduce
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a functor FS : Ap(Gx)→ Ap(S). This functor FS is not necessarily injective or surjective
on objects, but nonetheless it exhibits an interesting link between the Quillen category of
an infinite pro-p-group of finite coclass and its associated coclass families.
Given the Quillen category Ap(G) of a finite p-group G and given a field k of characteristic
p, we denote
H
∗
(G, k) = lim
E∈Ap(G)
H∗(E, k).
Restriction induces a natural homomorphism
φG : H
∗(G, k)→ H
∗
(G, k).
Quillen [8, Th. 6.2] proved that φG is an inseparable isogeny . That is, every homogeneous
element of the kernel of φG is nilpotent and for every element s in the range of φG there
exists n ∈ N so that sp
n
is an element of the image of φG. Thus φG induces a homeomor-
phism of the prime ideal spectra of H∗(G, k) and H
∗
(G, k) and it shows how the Quillen
category of a finite p-group influences its mod-p cohomology ring. Theorem 1 has the
following immediate corollary.
2 Corollary: Let (Gi | i ≥ 0) be a coclass family of finite p-groups. Then there exists
l ∈ N so that H
∗
(Gi, k) ∼= H
∗
(Gj , k) for all i, j ≥ l.
Carlson [3] proved that the mod-2 cohomology rings of the finite 2-groups of a fixed coclass
fall into finitely many isomorphism types. The following conjecture expands this result to
odd primes p and it also strengthens it for prime 2. Corollary 2 can be considered as an
indication that supports the following conjecture.
3 Conjecture: Let (Gi | i ≥ 0) be a coclass family of finite p-groups. Then there exists
l ∈ N so that H∗(Gi, k) ∼= H
∗(Gj , k) holds for all i, j ≥ l.
2 Cohomology, extensions and complements
In this section we recall some of the well-known results about cohomology groups and
their applications in group theory. We refer to [1] and [2] for background and proofs.
Let G be a group acting on the module M . A normalised n-cochain of G to M is a map
γ : G × . . . × G → M satisfying that γ(g1, . . . , gn) = 0 if gi = 1 for some i ∈ {1, . . . , n}.
Let Cn(G,M) denote the set of all normalised n-cochains and define
∆n : C
n(G,M)→ Cn+1(G,M) : γ 7→ ∆n(γ) with
∆n(γ)(g1, . . . , gn+1) :=
γ(g2, . . . , gn+1) +
n∑
i=1
(−1)iγ(g1, . . . , gigi+1, . . . , gn) + (−1)
n+1γ(g1, . . . , gn)
gn+1 .
Let Zn(G,M) denote the kernel of ∆n and let B
n(G,M) be the image of ∆n−1. An
element of Zn(G,M) is called an n-th cocycle and an element of Bn(G,M) is an n-th
coboundary. Further, the set Zn(G,M) is an abelian group with subgroup Bn(G,M).
Their quotient Hn(G,M) is the n-th cohomology group. The coset γ + Bn(G,M) for
γ ∈ Zn(G,M) is also denoted by [γ].
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2.1 Extensions
We recall the well-known connection between the 2-dimensional cohomology of groups and
extensions. Let G be a finite group acting on a module M . An extension of G by M is a
group E having a normal subgroup EM ∼= M with E/EM ∼= G. Equivalently, the group
E satisfies a short exact sequence 0→M → E → G→ 1.
For τ ∈ Z2(G,M) let Ext(τ) be the set G×M equipped with the multiplication
(g,m)(h, n) = (gh,mh + n+ τ(g, h)) for g, h ∈ G and m,n ∈M.
Then Ext(τ) is a group and their exists the natural epimorphism ǫ(τ) : Ext(τ) → G :
(g,m) 7→ g with kernel {(1,m) | m ∈ M} ∼= M . Thus Ext(τ) is an extension of G by M .
It is well-known that every extension of G by M is isomorphic to a group Ext(τ) for some
τ ∈ Z2(G,M).
Let τ, σ ∈ Z2(G,M) with τ − σ = γ ∈ B2(G,M). Let the coboundary γ be induced by
the map ζ : G→M with ζ(1) = 0; that is, let γ(g, h) = ζ(g)h + ζ(h)− ζ(gh) for g, h ∈ G.
Then Ext(τ) is isomorphic to Ext(σ) via
Ext(τ)→ Ext(σ) : (g,m) 7→ (g,m + ζ(g)).
Hence we obtain that up to group isomorphism every extension of G by M is defined
by some element [γ] ∈ H2(G,M). Note that different elements of H2(G,M) can define
isomorphic extension groups so that the isomorphism problem for extension groups is not
completely solved by this construction.
2.2 Complements
We recall the well-known connection between the 1-dimensional cohomology of groups and
complements. Let G be a finite group acting on a moduleM , let τ ∈ Z2(G,M) and denote
E = Ext(τ) and ǫ = ǫ(τ). Further, we identify M with {(1,m) | m ∈ M}. Then there
exists a complement to M in E if and only if τ ∈ B2(G,M). If a complement C exists,
then it is isomorphic to G via ǫ. Let c(g) ∈ C with ǫ(c(g)) = g. Then
C = {c(g) | g ∈ G} and c(g) = (g,mg) for some mg ∈M.
As C is a subgroup of E(τ), it follows that c(gh) = c(g)c(h) holds, or, equivalently,
τ(g, h) = mgh −m
h
g −mh. Thus given C and an element δ ∈ Z
1(G,M), it follows that
C(δ) = {(g,mg + δ(g)) | g ∈ G}
is another complement to M in E. It is well-know that every complement to M in E is
of the form C(δ) for some δ ∈ Z1(G,M) and hence there is a one-to-one correspondence
between the elements of Z1(G,M) and the set of complements to M in E.
Let δ, ρ ∈ Z1(G,M). Then C(δ) and C(ρ) are conjugate via m ∈ M if and only if
δ − ρ = γ ∈ B1(G,M) and γ is induced by m via γ(g) = mg −m. In this case we thus
obtain that
(g,mg + δ(g))
(1,m) = (g,mg + ρ(g)).
3
2.3 An action
For g ∈ G and γ ∈ Zn(G,M) we denote
γg(g1, . . . , gn) = γ(g
g
1 , . . . , g
g
n)
g−1 .
It is technical, but straightforward to observe that γg ∈ Zn(G,M) for each g ∈ G and each
γ ∈ Zn(G,M). Further, this notation defines a left action of G on Zn(G,M). Moreover,
if γ ∈ Bn(G,M), then γg ∈ Bn(G,M) follows. More precisely, the group G acts on
Zn(G,M) via γ 7→ γg
−1
. This action leaves Bn(G,M) setwise invariant and hence induces
an action of G on Hn(G,M).
2.4 Mappings
Throughout this paper we will consider various maps on groups of cocycles and in this
section we want to establish some notation.
If L ≤ G, then the restriction from G to L induces the homomorphism
resL : Z
n(G,M)→ Zn(L,M) : γ 7→ γL.
This maps Bn(G,M) onto Bn(L,M) and hence induces a homomorphism Hn(G,M) →
Hn(L,M). Note that restriction is compatible with the action of G on cocycles.
If G acts on two modulesN andM and hom :M → N is a G-module homomorphism, then
we denote with the same name hom : Zn(G,M)→ Zn(G,N) the induced homomorphism
on cocycles. The induced hom is compatible with the action of G on cocycles and maps
Bn(G,M) into Bn(G,N). Hence it induces a homomorphism Hn(G,M) → Hn(G,N)
which we also denote with hom. We use this general concept in various cases.
First, if N ≤M , then the projection proM/N :M →M/N is a G-module homomorphism.
Hence we obtain
proM/N : Z
n(G,M)→ Zn(G,M/N).
Projection is not necessarily injective or surjective, but it maps the group of coboundaries
Bn(G,M) onto Bn(G,M/N).
Next, if N ≤ M , then the inclusion incN : N → M is a G-module homomorphism. It
yields
incN : Z
n(G,N)→ Zn(G,M).
Inclusion is injective, but not necessarily surjective. It maps Bn(G,N) into Bn(G,M),
but this restriction to coboundaries is also not necessarily surjective.
Finally, consider T ∼= Zdp where Zp denotes the p-adic integers and suppose that this a
G-module. Then division by pl yields an G-module isomorphism divl : p
lT → T which
induces an isomorphism
divl : Z
n(G, plT )→ Zn(G,T ).
Similarly, for every k ≥ l the mapping divl yields an isomorphism divl : p
lT/pkT →
T/pk−lT and this induces an isomorphism
divl : Z
n(G, plT/pkT )→ Zn(G,T/pk−lT ).
As divl is an isomorphism, it maps the group of coboundaries to the group of coboundaries
of the image and thus also induces an isomorphism of the corresponding cohomology
groups.
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3 Infinite pro-p-groups of finite coclass
Let S be an infinite pro-p-group of finite coclass r. In this section we investigate the
Quillen category Ap(S). As a preliminary step, we first recall the well-known structure of
S. We refer to [6] for background and proofs.
As shown in [6, 7.4.13], the group S is a so-called uniserial p-adic pre-space group of some
dimension d. This asserts that there exists a normal subgroup T in S with T ∼= Zdp, where
Zp denotes the p-adic integers, and S/T is a finite p-group of coclass r. Further, the series
defined by T0 := T and Ti+1 = [Ti, S] satisfies [Ti : Ti+1] = p for i ∈ N0. This implies that
if N is an arbitrary S-normal subgroup of T , then N = Ti for some i ∈ N0. In particular,
pTi = Ti+d for every i ∈ N0.
A subgroup T with these properties is called a translation subgroup of the infinite pro-p-
group S. Note that the translation subgroup of S is not unique; In fact, if T is a translation
subgroup of S, then every of its subgroups Ti is also a translation subgroup of S. Hence
there are infinitely many translation subgroups for S. If T is a translation subgroup of
S and S/T has nilpotency class ℓ − 1, then the ℓ-th lower central series subgroup γℓ(S)
satisfies γℓ(S) ≤ T and thus every subgroup γℓ+k(S) for k ∈ N0 is a possible translation
subgroup of S. We thus can choose the translation subgroup of S as large enough subgroup
of the lower central series of S.
We now fix T as γℓ(S) for some large enough ℓ so that T is a translation subgroup of S.
Define P = S/T and choose ρ ∈ Z2(P, T ) with Ext(ρ) ∼= S. In the following, we identify S
with Ext(ρ) and we denote with ǫ = ǫ(ρ) the natural projection S → S/T = P associated
with the extension structure of S.
We now use this setup to investigate the Quillen category Ap(S).
3.1 The objects of Ap(S)
The objects of Ap(S) are the elementary abelian subgroups of S. In this section we aim
for an alternative, more explicit description of these objects.
For L ≤ P let L ≤ S be the full preimage under of L under ǫ. We denote
L = {L ≤ P | L elementary abelian with ρL ∈ B
2(L, T )}
= {L ≤ P | L elementary abelian with [ρL] = 0}
= {L ≤ P | L elementary abelian, and L splits over T}
For each L ∈ L we choose a fixed complement CL to T in L. This has the form CL =
{cL(l) | l ∈ L} with cL(l) = (l, tL(l)) for some tL(l) ∈ T . Note that cL(lh) = cL(l)cL(h),
or, equivalently, ρ(l, h) = tL(lh)− tL(l)
h − tL(h) holds. In other words, ρ = −∆1(tL).
For δ ∈ Z1(L, T ) we then denote CL(δ) = {(l, tL(l) + δ(l)) | l ∈ L} and we recall that this
is also a complement to T in L. Further, let
C(L) = {CL(δ) | δ ∈ Z
1(L, T )}.
Then C(L) is the set of all complements to T in L. We now obtain the following description
of the objects in Ap(S).
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4 Theorem: The objects in the Quillen category Ap(S) are the disjoint union of the sets
C(L) for L ∈ L.
Proof: Let E be an object in Ap(S). Then E is an elementary abelian subgroup of S.
Thus E ∩ T = {1}, as T is torsion free. Let L = ET/T . Then L ∈ L, as L ∼= E and E is
a complement to T in L. Thus E = CL(δ) for some δ ∈ Z
1(L, T ), as every complement to
T in L has this form. The converse is obvious. •
3.2 The morphisms of Ap(S)
Each morphism of Ap(S) is induced by conjugation with an element of S. More precisely,
given two objects CL(δ) and CH(σ) in Ap(S) and an element g ∈ S, then g induces a
morphism µg : CL(γ) → CH(σ) if and only if CL(γ)
g ≤ CH(σ) holds. Our next aim is to
given an alternative characterisation for this setting.
For L,H ∈ L and g ∈ S with Lg ≤ H we define
ζL,H,g : L→ S : l 7→ cH(l
g)−g
−1
· cL(l)
and for σ ∈ Z1(H,T ) we denote
σgL : L→ T : l 7→ σ(l
g)g
−1
∈ Z1(L, T ).
5 Theorem: Let CL(γ) and CH(σ) are two objects in Ap(S) and let g ∈ S. Then
CL(γ)
g ≤ CH(σ) if and only if L
g ≤ H and σgL − γ = ζL,H,g.
Proof: We use the identification S = Ext(ρ) with the natural epimorphism ǫ : S → P :
(w, t) 7→ w.
First suppose that CL(γ)
g ≤ CH(σ). Then this conjugation is compatible with ǫ and thus
Lg ≤ H follows directly. Further, the elements of CL(γ) are (l, tL(l)+γ(l)) for l ∈ L and the
elements of CH(σ) are (h, tH(h)+σ(h)) for h ∈ H. The element (l, tL(l)+γ(l))
g maps onto
lg under ǫ and is an element in CH(σ) by assumption. Hence (l, tL(l)+γ(l))
g = (lg, tH(l
g)+
σ(lg)). Recall that cL(l) = (l, tL(l)) and cH(h) = (h, tH(h)). Thus cL(l)
g(1, γ(l)g) =
(cL(l)(1, γ(l))
g = (l, tL(l) + γ(l))
g = (lg, tH(l
g) + σ(lg)) = cH(l
g)(1, σ(lg)). This translates
to cH(l
g)−1cL(l)
g = (1, σ(lg) − γ(l)g). Conjugating the right and left hand side of this
equation with g−1 yields ζL,H,g(l) = σ(l
g)g
−1
− γ(l).
The converse follows with similar arguments. •
We investigate ζL,H,g in more detail as preparation for our later sections. For L,H ∈ L
and w ∈ P let
ζˆL,H,w : L→ T : l 7→ (tL(l)
w − tH(l
w) + ρ(l, w) − ρ(w, lw))w
−1
and for t ∈ T let λt be the coboundary in B
1(L, T ) induced by t via λt : L→ T : l 7→ [t, l].
Then λwt = λtw−1 ∈ B
1(L, T ) as
λwt : L→ T : l 7→ [t, l
w]w
−1
= [tw
−1
, l].
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6 Lemma: Let L,H ∈ L and g = (w, t) ∈ S with Lg ≤ H.
(a) ζL,H,g = ζˆL,H,w − λ
w
t .
(b) if ζL,H,g ∈ Z
1(L, T ), then ζL,H,h ∈ Z
1(L, T ) for all h ∈ gT .
(c) there exist γ and σ with CL(γ)
g ≤ CH(σ) if and only if ζL,H,g ∈ Z
1(L, T ).
(d) g centralises CL(γ) if and only if w centralises L and ζL,L,g = γ
g − γ.
Proof: (a) Let l ∈ L and denote k = lw. Note that g acts on P and on T as w. Then
ζL,H,g(l)
g
= cH(k)
−1 · cL(l)
g
= (k, tH(k))
−1 · (l, tL(l))
g
= (k−1,−tH(k)
k−1 − ρ(k, k−1)) · g−1(l, tx(l))g
= (k−1,−tH(k)
k−1 − ρ(k, k−1)) · (w, t)−1(l, tL(l))(w, t)
= (k−1,−tH(k)
k−1 − ρ(k, k−1)) · (w−1,−tw
−1
− ρ(w,w−1))(l, tL(l))(w, t)
= (k−1,−tH(k)
k−1 − ρ(k, k−1)) · (w−1,−tw
−1
− ρ(w,w−1))(lw, tL(l)
w + t+ ρ(l, w))
= (k−1,−tH(k)
k−1 − ρ(k, k−1))
·(w−1lw, (−tw
−1
− ρ(w,w−1))lw + tL(l)
w + t+ ρ(l, w) + ρ(w−1, lw))
= (k−1w−1lw, (−tH(k)
k−1 − ρ(k, k−1))w
−1lw + (−tw
−1
− ρ(w,w−1))lw
+tL(l)
w + t+ ρ(l, w) + ρ(w−1, lw) + ρ(k−1, w−1lw))
= (1,−tH(k)− ρ(k, k
−1)k − tk − ρ(w,w−1)lw
+tL(l)
w + t+ ρ(l, w) + ρ(w−1, lw) + ρ(k−1, k)).
Note that ρ(k, k−1)k = ρ(k−1, k) and ρ(w−1, wlw) + ρ(w, lw) = ρ(w−1w, lw) + ρ(w−1, w)l
w
hold. Further, t− tk = −[t, k]. Thus we proved (a).
(b) Follows directly from (a).
(c) If CL(γ)
g ≤ CH(σ), then ζL,H,g ∈ Z
1(L, T ) by Theorem 5. Conversely, let ζL,H,g ∈
Z1(L, T ). Then −γ = ζL,H,g and σ : H → T : h 7→ 0 satisfy the conditions of Theorem 5
and hence CL(γ)
g ≤ CH(σ) follows with these choices.
(d) If g centralises CL(γ), then (l, tL(l) + γ(l))g = g(l, tL(l) + γ(l)) for each l ∈ L. Ex-
panding both sides of this equation yields lw = wl and ζˆL,L,w(l)
w − λt(l) = γ(l) − γ(l)
w
for each l ∈ L. As ζL,L,w = ζˆL,L,w−λ
w
t by (a), this yields the desired result. The converse
follows with similar arguments. •
4 A splitting theorem
Theorem 18 in [4] is a splitting theorem for a certain second cohomology group. In this
section we first generalise this theorem to cohomology groups in all non-trivial dimensions.
For this purpose let P be a p-group of order pm and T ∼= Zdp a P -module. Denote the
maps induced by projection and inclusion with
pror : H
n(P, T ) → Hn(P, T/prT ), and
incr,m : H
n(P, pr−mT/prT ) → Hn(P, T/prT ).
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7 Theorem: Let P be a p-group of order pm and T ∼= Zdp a P -module. For n ≥ 1 and
r ≥ 2m it follows that
Hn(P, T/prT ) = Image(pror) ⊕ Image(incr,m)
∼= Hn(P, T ) ⊕ Hn+1(P, T ),
and this splitting is natural with respect to restriction to subgroups of P and with respect
to the action of P on cohomology groups.
Proof: We prove the claim using essentially the same proof as for Theorem 18 in [4]. The
short exact sequence 0 → prT → T → T/prT → 0 induces the long exact sequence of
cohomology groups
. . .→ Hn(P, prT )
incr→ Hn(P, T )
pror
→ Hn(P, T/prT )
conr→ Hn+1(P, prT )
incr→ . . .
As pr ≥ |P | and n ≥ 1, transfer theory implies that incr vanishes, see for example [1,
Proposition 3.6.17]. As r −m ≥ m, there exists the following commutative diagram with
exact rows
0 −−−→ Hn(P, pr−mT )
pror
−−−→ Hn(P, pr−mT/prT )
conr−−−→ Hn+1(P, prT ) −−−→ 0
0
y incr,my ∥∥∥
0 −−−→ Hn(P, T )
pror
−−−→ Hn(P, T/prT )
conr−−−→ Hn+1(P, prT ) −−−→ 0∥∥∥ pror,my 0y
0 −−−→ Hn(P, T )
pror−m
−−−−→ Hn(P, T/pr−mT )
conr−m
−−−−−→ Hn+1(P, pr−mT ) −−−→ 0
Hence pror,m ◦ conr−m = 0 and Image(pror,m) ⊆ Kernel(comr−m) = pror−m(H
n(P, T ))
follows, since the rows of the diagram are exact. As pror−m is injective, we can define
pror,m◦pro
−1
r−m : H
n(P, T )→ Hn(P, T/prT ). The kernel K of this map is a complement to
pror(H
n(P, T )) in Hn(P, T/prT ). Further, the map incr−m : H
n(P, pr−mT ) → Hn(P, T )
vanishes. Hence the image of incr,m : H
n(P, pr−mT/prT )→ Hn(P, T/prT ) coincides with
K. Thus K = Image(incr,m) ∼= H
n+1(P, prT ) ∼= Hn+1(P, T ).
The splitting is natural with respect to restriction to subgroups, as |L| ≤ |P | for L ≤ P
and the splitting is natural with respect to the action of P as all maps in the diagram are
compatible with this action. •
Next we consider a variation of Theorem 7 for groups of cocycles. Again, let P be a
p-group of order pm and T ∼= Zdp a P -module and denote the maps induced by projection
and inclusion with
pror : Z
n(P, T ) → Zn(P, T/prT )
with In(P, T/prT ) := Image(pror), and
incr,m : Z
n(P, pr−mT/prT ) → Zn(P, T/prT )
with Jn(P, T/prT ) := Image(incr,m), and
inc∗r,m : Z
n(P, pmT/prT ) → Zn(P, T/prT )
with Jn,∗(P, T/prT ) := Image(inc∗r,m).
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8 Lemma: Let P be a p-group with |P | = pm and let T ∼= Zdp a P -module. Let n ≥ 1
and r ≥ 2m and pk = exp(Hn(P, T )).
(a) There exists a subgroup Kn(P, T/prT ) ≤ Jn(P, T/prT ) so that Kn(P, T/prT ) is a
complement to In(P, T/prT ) in Zn(P, T/prT )
(b) pr−mBn(P, T/prT ) ≤ In(P, T/prT ) ∩ Jn(P, T/prT ) ≤ pr−m−kBn(P, T/prT ) and the
latter is contained in Bn(P, T/prT ) ≤ In(P, T/prT ).
(c) Bn(P, T/prT ) + Jn,∗(P, T/prT ) = Bn(P, T/prT ) + Jn(P, T/prT ) = B
n(P, T/prT ) +
Kn(P, T/prT ).
We visualise these results in Figure 1.
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Figure 1: Subgroups of Zn(P, T/prT )
Proof: (a) By definition, the group Zn(P, T ) can be considered as the set of solutions of
a system of linear equations over Zp. (As T ∼= Z
d
p, there are d|P |
n+1 equations in d|P |n
unknowns.) Let M be the matrix corresponding to this system so that Zn(P, T ) is the set
of solutions of Mx = 0. Then there exist invertible matrices P and Q so that PMQ = D
is a diagonal matrix with the t diagonal entries (pe1 , . . . , pes , 0, . . . , 0), say. The equation
Mx = 0 is equivalent to Dy = 0 with x = Qy. Hence Zn(P, T ) is isomorphic to Zt−sp . The
group Zn(P, T/prT ) corresponds to the set of solutions of Mx ≡ 0 mod pr. This equation
is equivalent to Dy ≡ 0 mod prT and thus Zn(P, T/prT ) ∼= pror(Z
n(P, T )) ⊕ Wr with
Wr the finite abelian group with abelian invariants (p
l1 , . . . , pls), where li = min{ei, r}.
As pmHn(P, T/prT ) = 0 and r ≥ 2m, it follows that ei ≤ r and thus li = ei for 1 ≤
i ≤ s. Further, Wr can be chosen so that it is contained in J
n(P, T/prT ). Choosing
Kn(P, T/prT ) =Wr yields the desired result.
(b) Projection maps Bn(P, T ) onto Bn(P, T/prT ). Thus Bn(P, T/prT ) ≤ In(P, T/prT )
holds. Next, let ϕ : Zn(P, T/prT )→ Hn(P, T/prT ) the natural map onto a quotient. By
Theorem 7, there is a splitting Hn(P, T/prT ) = Hn(P, T )⊕Hn+1(P, T ) and In(P, T/prT )
maps onto Hn(P, T ) under ϕ and Jn(P, T/prT ) maps onto Hn+1(P, T ). This yields
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that In(P, T/prT ) ∩ Jn(P, T/prT ) ≤ ker(ϕ) = Bn(P, T/prT ). As pr−mBn(P, T/prT ) =
Bn(P, pr−mT/prT ) ≤ Jn(P, T/prT ) by construction, it follows that pr−mBn(P, T/prT ) ≤
In(P, T/prT ) ∩ Jn(P, T/prT ). Finally, from the definition of Jn(P, T/prT ) follows that
In(P, T/prT ) ∩ Jn(P, T/prT ) = pror(Z
n(P, pr−mT )) and Zn(P, pr−mT ) = pr−mZn(P, T ).
As pkZn(P, T ) ≤ Bn(P, T ), this yields pr−mZn(P, T ) ≤ pr−m−kBn(P, T ). It follows now
that In(P, T/prT ) ∩ Jn(P, T/prT ) = pror(p
r−mZn(P, T )) ≤ pror(p
r−m−kBn(P, T )) =
pr−m−kpror(B
n(P, T )) = pr−m−kBn(P, T/prT ).
(c) We first note that m ≤ r − m and thus Jn(P, T/prT ) = Zn(P, pm−rT/prT ) ≤
Zn(P, pmT/prT ) = Jn,∗(P, T/prT ). As in (b), let ϕ : Zn(P, T/prT ) → Hn(P, T/prT )
the natural map onto a quotient and recall that Hn(P, T/prT ) = Hn(P, T )⊕Hn+1(P, T )
by Theorem 7. The the image of Jn,∗(P, T/prT ) under ϕ contains the direct summand
Hn+1(P, T ), as this is the image of Jn(P, T/prT ). Let α ∈ In(P, T/prT )∩Jn,∗(P, T/prT ).
Then α = pror(β) and β ∈ Z
n(P, pmT ) = pmZn(P, T ). As pm = |P |, we note that
pmHn(P, T ) = {0} and thus pmZn(P, T ) ≤ Bn(P, T ). Thus α ∈ B2(P, T/prT ). Hence
the image of Jn,∗(P, T/prT ) under ϕ is exactly Hn+1(P, T ). And this proves the desired
result. •
The complement Kn(P, T/prT ) as obtained in Lemma 8(a) is not necessarily unique.
The next Lemma asserts that the complements Kn(P, T/prT ) can be chosen so that they
are consistent with each other. For this purpose note that the multiplication T/prT →
T/pr+1T : t+ prT 7→ pt+ pr+1T induces a map
mul : Zn(P, T/prT )→ Zn(P, T/pr+1T ).
9 Lemma: Let n ≥ 1, let P be a p-group of order pm and T ∼= Zdp a P -module. Then
for each r ≥ 2m and each L ≤ P we can choose Kn(L, T/prT ) so that
mul(Kn(L, T/prT )) = Kn(L, T/pr+1T ).
Proof: For each n ≥ 1 and each L ≤ P choose a complement Kn(L, T/p2mT ) and then
define Kn(L, T/pr+1T ) as mul(Kn(L, T/prT )). This yields the desired result. •
We note that the subgroups In(P, T/prT ) and Jn(P, T/prT ) are invariant under the conju-
gation action of P on Zn(P, T/prT ), but it is in general not possible to find a complement
Kn(P, T/prT ) that is also invariant under this conjugation action. The complements
Kn(P, T/prT ) are also not necessarily compatible with restriction to subgroups L ≤ P .
Throughout the remainder of this paper we will assume that we have chosen Kn(P, T/prT )
so that Corollary 9 holds. Then for γ ∈ Zn(P, T/prT ) let γ ∈ Zn(P, T ) and γ ∈
Kn(P, T/prT ) so that γ = pror(γ) + γ. Thus we can define an epimorphism
epi = epin,r : Z
n(P, T/prT )→ Zn(P, T/pr−1T )
: pror(γ) + γ 7→ pror−1(γ) + div(γ).
5 Coclass families of finite p-groups
We first recall the explicit construction of coclass families of finite p-groups of coclass r
from [4] and then investigate their Quillen categories.
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5.1 Coclass families via extensions
Every infinite coclass family is associated with an infinite pro-p-group S of coclass r. As
in Section 3, we consider S as an extension of P by T via ρ ∈ Z2(P, T ) and we denote
|P | = pm. Let e = 3m and for x ∈ N0 let Mx = T/p
x+eT . Then Mx is a P -module via the
conjugation of S on T . We denote the projection ontoMx by prox and division by p
x+e by
divx to simplify notation. Theorem 7 asserts that Z
2(P,Mx) = I
2(P,Mx) ⊕K
2(P,Mx),
where I2(P,Mx) is the image of Z
2(P, T ) in Z2(P,Mx) under prox and K
2(P,Mx) ∼=
H3(P, T ) via divx ◦ con. Let ρx be the image of ρ in Z
2(P,Mx) under prox.
Definition: For η ∈ H3(P, T ) let ηx be the unique preimage in K
2(P,Mx) under divx ◦con.
Let Gx be the extension of P by Mx via the cocycle ρx + ηx. Then (Gx | x ∈ N0) is the
coclass family defined by η.
The group Gx is the set P ×Mx equipped with the multiplication
(g,m)(h, n) = (gh,mh + n+ ρx(g, h) + ηx(g, h)).
Let Gx → P : (g,m) 7→ g be the natural epimorphism of Gx onto P defined by the
extension structure of Gx. For a subgroup L ≤ P we denote with Lx be the full preimage
of L in Gx under this natural epimorphism.
5.2 The objects of Ap(Gx)
Let (Gx | x ∈ N0) be the coclass family defined by η ∈ H
3(P, T ). Recall from Section 3
that L = {L ≤ P | L is elementary abelian with [ρL] = 0}. Here we define
Lη = {L ∈ L | ηL = 0}.
10 Lemma: Let L be an elementary abelian subgroup of P and x ∈ N0.
(a) Lx splits over Mx if and only if L ∈ Lη.
(b) If Lx splits over Mx, then L splits over T .
Proof: (a) Suppose that Lx splits over Mx. Then resL(ρx + ηx) = resL(ρx) + resL(ηx) ∈
B2(L,Mx). Let |L| = p
l and |P | = pm. By the construction of ηx from η, it fol-
lows that the image of ηx is contained in p
x+e−mT/px+eT ≤ pmT/px+eT ≤ plT/px+eT .
Lemma 8(c) thus implies that resL(ηx) = α + β ∈ B
2(L,Mx) + K
2(L,Mx). Further,
resL(ρx) = resL(prox+e(ρ)) = prox+e(resL(ρ)) ∈ I
2(L, T/px+eT ). As K2(L, T/px+eT ) is
a complement to I2(L, T/px+eT ) and B2(L, T/px+eT ) ≤ I2(L, T/px+eT ), it follows that
β = 0. Thus resL(ηx) ∈ B
2(L,Mx) and resL(ρx) ∈ B
2(L,Mx). Hence resL(ρ) ∈ B
2(L, T )
and L ∈ L. Further, resL(ηx) ∈ B
2(L,Mx) and [resL(ηx)] = 0. This implies that ηL = 0
and thus yields L ∈ Lη. The converse follows with similar arguments.
(b) If Lx splits over Mx, then (a) implies that L ∈ L and thus L splits over T . •
Let L ∈ Lη. Then as in Lemma 10(a), it follows that resL(ηx) ∈ B
2(L,Mx). As ηx is
defined as an element of Kn(P,Mx), it follows from Lemma 8 that resL(ηx) ∈ B
2(L,Mx)∩
Jn(L,Mx) ≤ p
x+e−l−kB2(L,Mx) for l = logp(|L|) ≤ m and p
k = exp(H2(L, T )) ≤ pl ≤
pm. Hence there exists a map
ωL,x : L→ p
x+e−2mMx
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with ηx(l, h) = ωL,x(lh) − ωL,x(l)
h − ωL,x(h) for l, h ∈ L. In other words, resL(ηx) =
−∆1(ωL,x). Recall that the map ηx is chosen so that ηx = div(ηx+1) for each x ∈ N0.
Similarly, we choose ωL,x so that ωL,x = div(ωL,x+1) holds for each x ∈ N0.
Again, let L ∈ Lη. Then CL = {(l, tL(l) | l ∈ L} is a complement to T in L in the infinite
pro-p-group S. We define
CL,x = {(l, prox(tL(l)) + ωL,x(l)) | l ∈ L}.
11 Lemma: Let x ∈ N0 and L ∈ Lη. Then CL,x is a subgroup of Gx and hence a
complement to Mx in Lx.
Proof: This follows directly from Section 2.2. We include an outline of the proof for com-
pleteness. As CL is a subgroup of the infinite group S, we obtain that (l, tL(l))(h, tL(h)) =
(lh, tL(l)
h+tL(h)+ρ(l, h)) = (lh, tL(lh)). Hence tL(l)
h+tL(h)+ρ(l, h) = tL(lh). Similarly,
in Gx we obtain
(l, prox(tL(l)) + ωL,x(l))(h, prox(tL(h)) + ωL,x(h))
= (lh, prox(tL(l))
h + prox(tL(h)) + ωL,x(l)
h + ωL,x(h) + ρx(l, h) + ηx(l, h))
= (lh, prox(tL(lh)) + ωL,x(lh))
Hence CL,x is a subgroup of Gx. By construction, CL,x ∩Mx = {1} and CL,x ∼= L via the
natural epimorphism Gx → P . Thus CL,x is a complement to Mx in Lx. •
For L ∈ Lη we denote tL,x(l) = prox(tL(l)) + ωL,x(l) ∈Mx and cL,x(l) = (l, tL,x(l)) ∈ Gx.
Then CL,x = {cL,x(l) | l ∈ L}. Further, for γ ∈ Z
1(L,Mx) we write
CL,x(γ) = {(l, tL,x(l) + γ(l)) | l ∈ L}.
As CL,x is a complement to Mx in Lx by Lemma 11, it follows that CL,x(γ) is also a
complement to Mx in Lx.
Let Ox(L) denote the set of elementary abelian subgroups of Mx which are centralised
by L. As Mx is abelian of rank d, there exists a unique maximal elementary abelian
subgroup Ax = p
x+e−1Mx in Mx and this has rank d as well. The subgroups in Ox(L) are
the subgroups of the centraliser of L in Ax. If O ∈ Ox(L), then O is centralised by L and
thus also by Lx and by CL,x(γ). Hence the subgroup of Gx generated by O and CL,x(γ)
is a direct product CL,x(γ)×O. We define
Cx(L) = {CL,x(γ)×O | γ ∈ Z
1(L,Mx) and O ∈ Ox(L)}.
12 Theorem: The objects in the Quillen category Ap(Gx) are the disjoint union of the
sets Cx(L) for L ∈ Lη.
Proof: Let E be an object in Ap(Gx). Let O = E ∩Mx and L = EMx/Mx ≤ P . As
E is elementary abelian, there exists a complement F to O in E. It follows that F is
a complement to Mx in Lx and hence L ∈ Lη by Lemma 10. Further, we obtain that
F = CL,x(γ) for some γ ∈ Z
1(L,Mx), since every complement to Mx in Lx is of this form.
Finally, E = F ×O. Thus E ∈ Cx(L). The converse is obvious. •
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Thus each object E in Ap(Gx) has the form CL,x(γ) × O. The subgroups L and O are
uniquely defined by E. We note that different elements γ, δ ∈ Z1(L,Mx) can define the
same object CL,x(γ) ×O = CL,x(δ) × O and thus the description of the objects in Cx(L)
is not irredundant.
5.3 The morphisms of Ap(Gx)
In this subsection we describe the morphisms of Ap(Gx). As above, let (Gx | x ∈ N0)
be the coclass family defined by η ∈ H3(P, T ). We investigate under which conditions an
object of Ap(Gx) conjugates under g ∈ Gx into another object.
For L,H ∈ Lη and g ∈ Gx with L
g ≤ H we define
ζL,H,g,x : L→ Gx : cH,x(l
g)−g
−1
· cL,x(l)
and for σ ∈ Z1(H,Mx) we denote
σgL : L→ T : l 7→ σ(l
g)g
−1
∈ Z1(L,Mx).
13 Theorem: Let A = CL,x(γ) × O and B = CH,x(σ) × U be two objects in Ap(Gx)
and let g ∈ Gx. Then A
g ≤ B if and only if Lg ≤ H, and Og ≤ U , and there exists
δ ∈ Z1(L,Mx) with image in U
g−1 so that σgL − γ + δ = ζL,H,g,x.
Proof: First suppose that Ag ≤ B. As L = AMx/Mx and H = BMx/Mx, it follows that
Lg ≤ H. As O = A ∩Mx and U = B ∩Mx, it follows that O
g ≤ U . It thus remains to
show the existence of δ.
Recall that CH,x(σ) is a complement to Mx in Hx. Let ǫ : Gx → P be the natural ho-
momorphism induced by the extension structure of Gx. Then restricting ǫ to subgroups
induces an isomorphism CH,x(σ) → H. Let W be the preimage of L
g under this isomor-
phism. Then W × U is the full preimage of Lg under the restriction of ǫ to B.
Note that (CL,x(γ))
g is contained in B and is mapped onto Lg under ǫ. Thus (CL,x(γ))
g
is contained in the full preimage of Lg under the restriction of ǫ to B. Hence (CL,x(γ))
g ≤
W × U follows. As CL,x(γ) is a complement to Mx in Lx, it follows that (CL,x(γ))
g
intersects trivially with U . Thus (CL,x(γ))
g is a complement to U in W × U .
The elements of (CL,x(γ))
g are of the form (cL,x(l)(1, γ(l)))
g = (cL,x(l))
g(1, γ(l)g) and
this element maps onto lg under ǫ. The elements of W are of the form cH(l
g)(1, σ(lg))
and this element maps onto lg under ǫ as well. As (CL,x(γ))
g and W are both comple-
ments to U in W × U and W ∼= Lg, there exists δ′ ∈ Z1(Lg, U) with (cL,x(l))
g(1, γ(l)g) =
cH,x(l
g)(1, σ(lg)+δ′(lg)). This translates to cH,x(l
g)−1(cL,x(l))
g = (1, σ(lg)+δ′(lg)−γ(l)g).
Conjugating with g−1 now produces ζL,H,g,x(l) = cH,x(l
g)−g
−1
cL,x(l) = (1, σ(l
g)g
−1
+
δ′(lg)g
−1
− γ(l)). Defining δ : L→ Ug
−1
: l 7→ δ′(lg)g
−1
yields that σgL− γ + δ = ζL,H,g,x as
desired.
The converse follows with similar arguments. •
We investigate ζL,H,g,x in more detail using the extension structure of Gx. Recall that Gx
is an extension of P by M via νx := ρx + ηx ∈ Z
2(P,Mx). For L,H ∈ Lη and w ∈ P let
ϕL,H,w,x : L→Mx : l 7→ (ωL,x(l)
w − ωH,x(l
w) + ηx(l, w) − ηx(w, l
w))w
−1
ζˆL,H,w,x : L→Mx : l 7→ (tL,x(l)
w − tH,x(l
w) + νx(l, w) − νx(w, l
w))w
−1
.
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For m ∈Mx let λm : L→Mx : l 7→ [m, l] ∈ B
1(L,Mx) and note that λ
w
m : L→Mx : l 7→
[m, lw]w
−1
= [mw
−1
, l] ∈ B1(L,Mx). The following lemma is dual to Lemma 6 and can be
proved with similar arguments.
14 Lemma: Let L,H ∈ Lη and g = (w,m) ∈ Gx with L
g ≤ H. Let h = (w, t) ∈ S with
prox(t) = m. Then
(a) ζL,H,g,x = ζˆL,H,w,x − λ
w
m.
(b) if ζL,H,g,x ∈ Z
1(L,Mx), then ζL,H,g′,x ∈ Z
1(L,Mx) for all g
′ ∈ gMx.
(c) ζL,H,g,x = prox(ζL,H,h) + ϕL,H,w,x and ζˆL,H,w,x = prox(ζˆL,H,w) + ϕL,H,w,x.
(d) g centralises CL,x(γ) if and only if w centralises L and ζL,L,g,x = γ
g − γ.
We investigate in more detail how ζˆL,H,w and ζˆL,H,w,x are connected to each other.
15 Lemma: There exists x0 ∈ N so that for all L,H ∈ Lη and all w ∈ P we obtain that
ζˆL,H,w,x ∈ Z
1(L,Mx) for some x ≥ x0 ⇒ ζˆL,H,w ∈ Z
1(L, T ).
Proof: Let L,H ∈ Lη and w ∈ P . For l1, l2 ∈ L denote δ(l1, l2) = ζˆL,H,w(l1l2) −
ζˆL,H,w(l1)
l2 − ζˆL,H,w(l2). If ζˆL,H,w 6∈ Z
1(L, T ), then δ 6= 0 and thus there exists x ∈ N
with prox(δ) 6= 0. Let xL,H,w be the minimal x ∈ N with prox(δ) 6= 0 in this case. If
ζˆL,H,w ∈ Z
1(L, T ), then set xL,H,w = 0.
Let xmax be the maximum of the finitely many values xL,H,w for L,H ∈ Lη and w ∈ P
and define x0 = xmax + m for m = logp(|P |). Let x ≥ x0. Now consider ζˆL,H,w,x ∈
Z1(L,Mx) and recall that ϕL,H,w,x has its image in p
x+e−mMx. Thus prox−m(ζˆL,H,w) =
prox−m(ζˆL,H,w,x) ∈ Z
1(L, prox−m(Mx)). As x −m ≥ xmax ≥ xL,H,w, it now follows that
ζˆL,H,w ∈ Z
1(L, T ) by the construction of x0. •
As a final step of this subsection we compare different elements inducing the same mor-
phism in Ap(Gx).
16 Lemma: Let g = (w,m) and g′ = (w,m′) be two elements of Gx. Then g and g
′
induce the same morphism in Hom(A,B) if and only if m−m′ ∈ CMx(L)
w = {n ∈Mx |
[n, l] = 1 for l ∈ L}w.
Proof: If g and g′ induce the same morphism, then (cL,x(l))
g = (cL,x(l))
g′ for each l ∈ L.
Thus g and g′ induce the same element δ in the notation of Theorem 13 and its proof.
Additionally using Lemma 14 this implies that
λwm = ζˆL,H,w,x − ζL,H,g,x
= ζˆL,H,w,x − (σ
w
L − γ + δ)
= ζˆL,H,w,x − ζL,H,g′,x
= λwm′
Hence m ≡ m′ mod CMx(L)
w. The converse follows with a similar computation. •
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6 Skeletons of Quillen categories
Recall that a skeleton of a category is the full subcategory obtained by choosing one
object from each isomorphism class of objects. A semi-skeleton of a category is the full
subcategory obtained by choosing at least one object from each isomorphism class of
objects. It is well-known in category theory that each category is equivalent to each of its
(semi-)skeletons.
6.1 A semi-skeleton for Ap(S)
The objects of Ap(S) have the form CL(γ) for L ∈ L and γ ∈ Z
1(L, T ). Let T 1(L, T )
denote a transversal of B1(L, T ) in Z1(L, T ) and denote T = {CL(γ) | γ ∈ T
1(L, T )}.
Then we define Ap(S) as the full subcategory of Ap(S) on the objects in T .
17 Lemma: Ap(S) is a semi-skeleton of S. Its number of objects is∑
L∈L
|H1(L, T )|.
Proof: Two objects CL(γ) and CH(σ) are conjugate under the action of T if and only if
L = H and γ ≡ σ mod B1(L, T ). Thus Ap(S) is a semi-skeleton of Ap(S). It now remains
to note that |T 1(L, T )| = |H1(L, T )|. •
This has the following immediate consequence.
18 Corollary: Each skeleton of Ap(S) is finite.
6.2 A semi-skeleton for Ap(Gx)
Let x ∈ N. The objects of Ap(Gx) all have the form CL,x(γ) × O for L ∈ Lη, γ ∈
Z1(L,Mx) and O ∈ Ox(L). Let W
1(L,Mx) = prox(T
1(L, T )) + K1(L, T ) and denote
Tx = {CL,x(γ) × O | γ ∈ W
1(L,Mx), O ∈ Ox(L)}. Then we define Ap(Gx) as the full
subcategory of Ap(Gx) on the objects in Tx.
19 Lemma: Ap(Gx) is a semi-skeleton of S. Its number of objects is∑
L∈Lη
|H1(L, T )||H2(L, T )||Ox(L)|.
Proof: Two objects CL,x(γ) × O and CH,x(σ) × U are conjugate under the action of Mx
if and only if L = H and O = U and γ ≡ σ mod B1(L,Mx). By Lemma 8, the set
W 1(L,Mx) is a transversal of B
1(L,Mx) in Z
1(L,Mx). Thus Ap(Gx) is a semi-skeleton
of Ap(Gx). Further, |W
1(L,Mx)| = |T
1(L, T )| · |K1(L,Mx)| = |H
1(L, T )||H2(L, T )|. This
yields the desired result. •
This has the following immediate consequence.
20 Corollary: The number of objects in Ap(Gx) is independent of x.
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7 A functor from Ap(Gx) to Ap(S)
Let x ≥ x0 for x0 as in Lemma 15. Our aim in this section is to define a functor from the
category Ap(Gx) to the category Ap(S). For an arbitrary category let Hom(A,B) denote
the set of all morphisms from an object A to an object B and let µg denote the morphism
induced by conjugation with the element g.
An object A in Ap(Gx) has the form A = CL,x(γ) × O. We define A = CL(γ) and thus
obtain an object A in Ap(S). The following theorem provides the basis for the construction
of morphisms in Ap(S) from morphisms in Ap(Gx).
21 Theorem: Let x ≥ x0 and let A = CL,x(γ)×O and B = CH,x(σ)×U be two objects
in Ap(Gx). If g = (w,m) ∈ Gx induces a morphism in Hom(A,B), then there exists t ∈ T
so that h = (w, t) ∈ S induces a morphism in Hom(A,B).
Proof: By Theorem 13, the assumption Ag ≤ B is equivalent to Lw ≤ H, and Ow ≤ U and
there exists δ ∈ Z1(L,Uw
−1
) with ζL,H,g,x = σ
w
L − γ + δ. First note that σ = prox(σ) + σ
implies that σwL = prox(σ
w
L) + σ
w
L , as addition and prox are compatible with restriction
and conjugation. Let s ∈ T with prox(s) = m. Then
0 = ζL,H,g,x − σ
w
L + γ − δ
= ζˆL,H,w,x − λ
w
m − σ
w
L + γ − δ
= prox(ζˆL,H,w) + ϕL,H,w,x − prox(λ
w
s )− σ
w
L + γ − δ
= prox(ζˆL,H,w − λ
w
s − σ
w
L + γ) + ϕL,H,w,x − σ
w
L + γ − δ
and thus
prox(ζˆL,H,w − λ
w
s − σ
w
L + γ) = −ϕL,H,w,x + σ
w
L − γ + δ. (∗)
The map ζˆL,H,w is an element of Z
1(L, T ) by Lemma 15. Hence the left hand side of
equation (*) is an element of I1(L,Mx).
We investigate the right hand side of equation (*). First note that ϕL,H,w,x ∈ Z
1(L,Mx)
by Lemma 14(b) and thus the right hand side of (*) defines an element of Z1(L,Mx).
By construction, the images of the maps γ, σwL and δ are contained in p
x+e−mMx for
m = logp(|P |). It remains to consider ϕL,H,w,x. The definition of ϕL,H,w,x is based on
ηx, ωL,x and ωH,x. The map ηx has its image in p
x+e−mMx by construction and the
maps ωL,x and ωH,x are defined such that their images are contained in p
x+e−2mMx. As
e = 3m, it follows that x+ e− 2m ≥ m and hence the right hand side of (*) is contained
in J1,∗(L,Mx) ≤ B
1(L,Mx) +K
1(L,Mx) by Lemma 8 (c).
Combining the results on the left and the right hand side of (*), we obtain that both
sides are contained in B1(L,Mx) = prox(B
1(L, T )). Thus there exists s ∈ T so that
prox(ζˆL,H,w − λsw−1+s − σ
w
L + γ) = 0. As ker(prox) ≤ B
1(L, T ), there exists u ∈ T with
ζˆL,H,w − λsw−1+s − σ
w
L + γ = λu. Choosing t = s+ (s+ u)
w now yields the desired result
by Theorem 5 and Lemma 6. •
We call an element h as determined in Theorem 21 a lifting of g with respect to the objects
A and B in Ap(Gx). The proof of Theorem 21 also yields a way to identify liftings: Given
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g = (w,m) together with objects A = CL,x(γ) × O and B = CH,x(σ) × U , the proof of
Theorem 21 constructs an element m = t ∈ T satisfying
(1) ζˆL,H,w − σ
w
L + γ = λ
w
m .
Conversely let m ∈ T be any element satisfying (1). Then with m := m− prox(m) ∈Mx
and δ ∈ Z1(L,Mx) as defined as in Theorem 13, the proof of Theorem 21 shows that
(2) ϕL,H,w,x − σ
w
L + γ − δ = λ
w
m
holds. So m = prox(m) + m, g = (w, prox(m) + m), and h = (w,m) is a lifting of g.
By Theorem 5 we observe that every h = (w, t) ∈ S with A
h
≤ B satisfies equation (1).
Hence equation (1) characterises the liftings of an element g with respect to A and B. The
next lemmata investigate properties of liftings.
22 Remark: Let x ≥ x0 and suppose that g = (w,m) ∈ Gx induces a morphism in
Hom(A,B). Let h = (w,m) be a lifting of g with respect to A and B.
(a) {(w, t) | t ∈ m+ CT (L)
w} is the set of all liftings of g.
(b) All liftings of g define the same morphism in Hom(A,B).
Proof: This follows directly from equation (1). •
23 Lemma: Let x ≥ x0. Let g1, g2 ∈ Gx so that g1 induces a morphism in Hom(A,B)
and g2 induces a morphism in Hom(B,C). Let h1 be a lifting of g1 with respect to A and
B and let h2 be a lifting of g2 with respect to B and C. Then h1h2 is a lifting of g1g2 with
respect to A and C.
Proof: Denote gi = (wi,mi) and hi = (wi, ti) for i = 1, 2. Then g1g2 = (w1w2,m) and
h1h2 = (w1w2, t) for some m ∈Mx and t ∈ T . Since A
g1 ≤ B and h1 is a lifting of g1, we
have A
h1 ≤ B. Since Bg2 ≤ C and h2 is a lifting of g2, we have B
h2 ≤ C. So Ag1g2 ≤ C
and A
h1h2 ≤ C. Hence h1h2 is a lifting of g1g2. •
24 Lemma: Let x ≥ x0. Suppose that g induces the identity morphism in Hom(A,B)
and let h be a lifting of g with respect to A and B. Then h induces the identity morphism
in Hom(A,B).
Proof: The element g induces the identity morphism in Hom(A,B) if and only if g cen-
tralises A. Let A = CL,x(γ) × O and g = (w,m). If g centralises A, then g centralises
CL,x(γ) and, by Lemma 14(d), it follows that w centralises L and ζL,L,g,x = γ
g − γ. As
in equation (1), it follows that g has a lifting h′ such that ζL,L,h′ = γ
h′ − γ. By Lemma
6(d) we obtain that h′ centralises CL(γ). So h does too, by Remark 22(c). Further A ≤ B
implies that A ≤ B and thus we obtain that h induces the trivial morphism in Hom(A,B).
•
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25 Lemma: Let x ≥ x0. Suppose that the elements g1 and g2 of Gx induce the same
morphism in Hom(A,B) and let hi be a lifting of gi with respect to A and B for i = 1, 2.
Then h1 and h2 induce the same morphism in Hom(A,B).
Proof: By assumption g2 = cg1, where c := g2g
−1
1 lies in CGx(A). Let h be lifting of
c with respect to A and A. Then hh1 is another lifting of g2, by Lemma 23. Hence by
Remark 22(c), h2 induces the same morphism as hh1. But h induces the identity morphism
by Lemma 24. •
Based on the definitions of A for objects A and liftings h for elements g we define
F : Ap(Gx)→ Ap(S) :
{
A 7→ A for objects A in Ap(Gx)
µg 7→ µh for g ∈ Gx with lifting h
.
Lemma 25 shows that this map is well-defined and Lemmas 23 and 24 yield that it is a
functor. Note that FS maps the semi-skeleton Ap(Gx) to the semi-skeleton Ap(S).
8 A functor from Ap(Gx) to Ap(Gx+1)
Let x ≥ x0 for x0 as in Lemma 15. Our aim in this section is to define a functor from the
semi-skeleton Ap(Gx) to the semi-skeleton Ap(Gx+1) and then to show that this functor
induces an equivalence of categories.
As preliminary step recall that mul :Mx →Mx+1 : t+ p
x+eT → pt+ px+e+1T is induced
by multiplication with p. This also defines a map mul on cohomology groups and this, in
turn, yields an isomorphism K1(L,Mx)→ K
1(L,Mx+1).
Let A = CL,x(γ)×O be an object in Ap(Gx). Then γ = prox(γ)+γ with γ ∈ T
1(L, T ) and
γ ∈ K1(L,Mx). We define iso : W
1(L,Mx) → W
1(L,Mx+1) : γ 7→ prox+1(γ) +mul(γ)
and note that this is a bijection. This allows to define the following object in Ap(Gx+1)
Aˆ = CL,x+1(iso(γ)) ×mul(O).
Suppose that g ∈ Gx induces a morphism in Hom(A,B). Write g = (w, prox(m) +m),
where h = (w,m) is a lifting of g. Then we define
gˆ = (w, prox+1(m) +mul(m)).
We say that gˆ is a pushout of g. Note that gˆ depends on the choices made for a lifting h.
26 Lemma: Let g ∈ Gx and let h ∈ S be a lifting of g with respect to A and B.
(a) The map µgˆ is a morphism in Hom(Aˆ, Bˆ).
(b) The morphism µgˆ is independent of the choices made in the definition of gˆ.
(c) The element h ∈ S is a lifting of gˆ with respect to Aˆ and Bˆ.
Proof: (a) and (c) follow readily from Theorem 13 and equations (1) and (2) which char-
acterise the lifting h. It remains to consider (b). Let h = (w,m) and h′ = (w,m′) be
two liftings of g = (w,m), corresponding to the decompositions g = prox(m) + m and
g = prox(m
′) + m′. By Remark 22, the element c := m′ − m lies in CT (L)
w. Then
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m′ = m + c and m′ = m′ − prox(c), and so since mul(prox(c)) = prox+1(pc), it follows
that the pushout gˆ′ obtained using h′ is
gˆ′ = (w, prox+1(m
′) +mul(m′)) = gˆ(1, prox+1((1− p)c)) .
Since c ∈ CT (L)
w we have prox+1((1 − p)c) ∈ CMx+1(L)
w. By Lemma 16, it follows that
gˆ′ and gˆ induce the same morphism in Hom(Aˆ, Bˆ). •
Based on the definitions of Aˆ and gˆ we define a map
F : Ap(Gx)→ Ap(Gx+1) :
{
A 7→ Aˆ for A ∈ Tx
µg 7→ µgˆ for g ∈ Gx
.
27 Theorem: Let x ≥ x0. Then F is a functor from Ap(Gx) to Ap(Gx+1).
Proof: F maps the objects of Ap(Gx) one-to-one to objects in the Quillen category
Ap(Gx+1) by construction. It remains to consider the morphisms.
The map g 7→ µgˆ is well-defined by Lemma 26(b). We now show that µgˆ1µgˆ2 = µĝ1g2 . Let
gi = (wi,mi) with lifting hi = (wi,mi) (i = 1, 2). So g1g2 = (w1w2,m) for
m = mw21 +m2 + νx(w1, w2) .
By Lemma 23, h1h2 is a lifting of g1g2. Choosing this lifting gives us
m = mw21 +m2 + ρ(w1, w2) and hence m = m
w2
1 +m2 + ηx(w1, w2) .
So mul(m) = mul(m1)
w2 + mul(m2) + ηx+1(w1, w2), and therefore ĝ1g2 = ĝ1ĝ2 for this
choice of liftings.
Now suppose that µg = µg′ in Hom(A,B). Then g
′ = cg for c = g′g−1 in CGx(A). We
want µgˆ = µgˆ′ , for which it suffices to show that cˆ ∈ CGx+1(Aˆ). Let A = CL,x(γ)×O and
c = (w,m). Let h = (w,m) be a lift of c, then w ∈ CP (L); O ≤ CGx(w); and h ∈ CS(A)
by Lemma 24. So ζL,L,hg,x = γ
w − γ by Lemma 14(d), whence δ = 0 in Theorem 13; and
ζL,L,h = γ
w − γ by Lemma 6(d). So since
ζL,L,cˆ,x+1 = ζˆL,L,w,x+1 − λ
w
prox+1(m)+mul(m)
= prox+1(ζˆL,L,w − λ
w
m) + φL,L,w,x+1 − λ
w
mul(m)
= prox+1(γ
w − γ) +mul(φL,L,w,x − λ
w
m) by (1) and construction of φ
= prox+1(γ
w − γ) +mul(γw − γ) by (2), since δ = 0
= iso(γ)w − iso(γ) ,
cˆ does indeed centralise. Finally, 1 ∈ S is a lifting of 1 ∈ Gx and thus 1 ∈ Gx+1 is a
pushout of 1 ∈ Gx; that is, we can choose 1ˆ = 1.
Hence F is well-defined on morphisms and satisfies F (µg1µg2) = F (µg1)F (µg2) as well as
F (idA) = idF (A). Thus, in summary, F is a well-defined functor. •
The following theorem also yields a proof for the main theorem of this paper.
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28 Theorem: Let x ≥ x0. Then F is essentially surjective (or dense), full and faithful.
Proof: The functor F is essentially surjective, as F is a bijection on the objects of the
underlying categories. Further, the functor F is full and faithful, as it induces a bijection
between the morphisms Hom(A,B) with Hom(F (A), F (B)). More precisely, if µg is a
morphism in Hom(A,B), then µgˆ is a morphism in Hom(F (A), F (B)) and as we show
below, this construction can be reversed. Hence we obtain the desired bijection.
To see that the construction can be reversed we take g = (w,m) ∈ Gx+1, decompose m as
m = prox+1(m) +m, and want m to lie in the image of mul. In the proof of Theorem 21
we have x + 1 + e − 2m ≥ m + 1, and so the right hand side of (*) in that proof lies
in Z1(L, pm+1T/px+1+eT ) = mulJ1,∗(L,Mx). As the left hand side lies in I
1(L,Mx), we
conclude that s may be chosen to lie in pT , and hence m in the image of mul. •
9 An example
We consider the Quillen categories for the 2-groups of coclass 1. These fall into 3 infinite
families: the family of dihedral groups, the family of quaternion groups and the family
of semidihedral groups. All three families are associated with the infinite pro-2-group S
defined by the pro-2 presentation
S = 〈a, b, t | a2 = 1, b2 = t, ba = bt−1, ta = t−1, tb = t〉.
This infinite pro-2-group is a pro-2-analogue of the infinite dihedral group. Note that the
generator t is redundant in the presentation; however, we use T = 〈t〉 = γ2(S) as transla-
tion subgroup for our calculations and hence it is useful to include t in the presentation.
9.1 The infinite pro-2-group
The group P = S/T is abelian of order 4 and exponent 2. Let a, b denote the images of a
and b in P . Then P = 〈a, b〉 and as a first step we observe that L = {〈1〉, 〈a〉, 〈ab〉} is the
set of subgroups of P which split over T . Based on this, we determine the set of objects
in Ap(S) as
T = {〈1〉, 〈a〉, 〈at〉, 〈ab〉, 〈abt〉}.
We now list the morphisms in T . For each pair of objects A and B we list the morphisms
A → B by exhibiting a conjugating element. We omit pairs A, B with Hom(A,B) = ∅
and we omit the trivial case 〈1〉 → A for each object A.
source → range induced by
〈a〉 → 〈a〉 1
〈a〉 → 〈at〉 b
〈at〉 → 〈at〉 1
〈at〉 → 〈a〉 bt−1
〈ab〉 → 〈ab〉 1
〈ab〉 → 〈abt〉 b
〈abt〉 → 〈abt〉 1
〈abt〉 → 〈ab〉 bt−1
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9.2 The family of dihedral groups
This family is defined by η = 0 and is described by the presentation
Gx = 〈a, b, t | a
2 = 1, b2 = t, t2
x+2
= 1, ba = bt−1, ta = t−1, tb = t〉.
Thus Gx has order 2
x+4. Let Mx = 〈t〉 of order 2
x+2 and O = 〈t2
x+1
〉 = Z(Gx) of order 2.
We note that Lη = L and the set of objects in Ap(Gx) is given by
Tx = {〈1〉, 〈a〉, 〈at〉, 〈ab〉, 〈abt〉, O, 〈a〉 ×O, 〈at〉 ×O, 〈ab〉 ×O, 〈abt〉 ×O}.
We list the morphisms between the objects in Tx in the same format as for T . We omit
the trivial cases 〈1〉 → A and O → A×O. We collect those cases on Hom(A,B) together
which have the same Hom(A,B) to facilitate an easy comparison of liftings.
source → range induced by source → range induced by
〈a〉 → 〈a〉 1 〈a〉 → 〈a〉 ×O 1, t2
x
〈a〉 ×O → 〈a〉 ×O 1, t2
x
〈a〉 → 〈at〉 b 〈a〉 → 〈at〉 ×O b, bt2
x
〈a〉 ×O → 〈at〉 ×O b, bt2
x
〈at〉 → 〈at〉 1 〈at〉 → 〈at〉 ×O 1, t2
x
〈at〉 ×O → 〈at〉 ×O 1, t2
x
〈at〉 → 〈a〉 bt−1 〈at〉 → 〈a〉 ×O bt−1, bt2
x−1
〈at〉 ×O → 〈a〉 ×O bt−1, bt2
x−1
〈ab〉 → 〈ab〉 1 〈ab〉 → 〈ab〉 ×O 1, t2
x
〈ab〉 ×O → 〈ab〉 ×O 1, t2
x
〈ab〉 → 〈abt〉 b 〈ab〉 → 〈abt〉 ×O b, bt2
x
〈ab〉 ×O → 〈abt〉 ×O b, bt2
x
〈abt〉 → 〈abt〉 1 〈abt〉 → 〈abt〉 ×O 1, t2
x
〈abt〉 ×O → 〈abt〉 ×O 1, t2
x
〈abt〉 → 〈ab〉 bt−1 〈abt〉 → 〈ab〉 ×O bt−1, bt2
x−1
〈abt〉 ×O → 〈ab〉 ×O bt−1, bt2
x−1
In this example the functor FS is essentially surjective. Further, for every two objects A
and B in Ap(Gx), the map Hom(A,B) → Hom(A,B) induced by FS is surjective, but
not necessarily injective. Hence FS is full, but not faithful.
9.3 The family of semidihedral groups
This family has η 6= 0 and is described by the presentation
Gx = 〈a, b, t | a
2 = 1, b2 = t, t2
x+2
= 1, ba = bt2
x+e−1−1, ta = t−1, tb = t〉.
Thus Gx has order 2
x+4. Let Mx = 〈t〉 of order 2
x+2 and O = 〈t2
x+1
〉 = Z(Gx) of order 2.
In this example we find that Lη = {〈1〉, 〈a〉}. The set of objects in Ap(Gx) is given by
Tx = {〈1〉, 〈a〉, 〈at〉, O, 〈a〉 ×O, 〈at〉 ×O}.
We list the morphisms between the objects in Tx in the same format as for the dihedral
groups. Again, we omit the trivial cases 〈1〉 → A and O → A×O.
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source → range induced by source → range induced by
〈a〉 → 〈a〉 1 〈a〉 → 〈a〉 ×O 1, t2
x
〈a〉 ×O → 〈a〉 ×O 1, t2
x
〈a〉 → 〈at〉 bt2
x
〈a〉 → 〈at〉 ×O b, bt2
x
〈a〉 ×O → 〈at〉 ×O b, bt2
x
〈at〉 → 〈at〉 1 〈at〉 → 〈at〉 ×O 1, t2
x
〈at〉 ×O → 〈at〉 ×O 1, t2
x
〈at〉 → 〈a〉 bt−1 〈at〉 → 〈a〉 ×O bt−1, bt2
x−1
〈at〉 ×O → 〈a〉 ×O bt−1, bt2
x−1
Hence in this case the functor FS is not essentially surjective, as Lη 6= L. As in the
example of the dihedral group, the functor FS is full, but not faithful.
9.4 The family of quaternion groups
This family has η 6= 0 and is described by the presentation
Gx = 〈a, b, t | a
2 = t2
x+e−1
, b2 = t, t2
x+2
= 1, ba = bt−1, ta = t−1, tb = t〉.
Thus Gx has order 2
x+4. Let Mx = 〈t〉 of order 2
x+2 and O = 〈t2
x+1
〉 = Z(Gx) of order 2.
In this example we find that Lη = {〈1〉} and the set of objects in Ap(Gx) is given by
Tx = {〈1〉, O}.
Hence Ap(Gx) contains only the trivial morphism 〈1〉 → O in this case.
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